In this work, the simulation of optical photons is carried out in an antineutrino detector module consisting of a plastic scintillator connected to light guides and photomultipliers on both ends, which is considered to be used for remote reactor monitoring in the field of nuclear safety. Using Monte Carlo (MC) based GEANT4 simulation, numerous parameters influencing the light collection and thereby the energy resolution of the antineutrino detector module are studied: e.g., degrees of scintillator surface roughness, reflector type, and its applying method onto scintillator and light guide surface, the reflectivity of the reflector, light guide geometries and diameter of the photocathode. The impact of each parameter is investigated by looking at the detected spectrum, i.e. the number photoelectrons per depositing energy. In addition, the average light collection efficiency of the detector module and its spatial variation are calculated for each simulation setup. According to the simulation results, it is found that photocathode size, light guide shape, reflectivity of reflecting material and wrapping method show a significant impact on the light collection efficiency while scintillator surface polishing level and the choose of reflector type show relatively less impact. This study demonstrates that these parameters are very important in the design of plastic scintillator included antineutrino detectors to improve the energy resolution efficiency.
Introduction
Since the idea of monitoring nuclear reactors with antineutrinos first introduced in 1978 [1] , many experiments have been conducted around the world [2, 3, 4, 5] . The method used in these experiments is based on measuring the energy or number of antineutrinos emitted by reactors. Due to the fact that the number and energy spectra of the emitted antineutrinos per fission changes with respect to fission isotopes ( 235 U, 238 U, 239 Pu and 241 Pu), and the relative contributions to fission of these isotopes evolve throughout the reactor cycle, measurement of the antineutrino energy spectrum over the fuel cycle provides information about fissile content of the reactor core.
It is well known that antineutrinos are commonly detected by liquid-based scintillation detectors. However, these detectors should be relatively compact in size and preferably movable considering in the context of nuclear safety matters [6] . Additionally, liquid scintillation detectors composed of hazardous substances and could be harmful during the transportation process because of containing flammable substances. Deploying this type of detector near nuclear reactors would be difficult. Cherenkov detectors are another opportunity for antineutrino detection. It is neither toxic nor flammable as liquid scintillation detectors. But the disadvantage of these detectors is that they produce very low light output and thereby less energy resolution compared to scintillation detectors. Moreover, antineutrinos from nuclear reactors tend to have energies around 2-3 MeV and this is too low for waterbased Cherenkov detectors. Therefore, an alternative approach is to use plastic scintillation detectors.
There are many proposals for the monitoring of nuclear reactors with plastic scintillation detectors [7, 8, 9] . Suggested antineutrino detectors in these studies consist of identical detector modules. Each module has a plastic bar connected to light guides and photomultiplier tubes on both ends. Such a detector type to detect antineutrinos aboveground, it should have relatively strong background rejection and good energy resolution to measure antineutrino spectrum precisely. While 15% FWHM at 1 MeV energy resolution is enough to measure fuel composition evolution with plastic antineutrino detectors [10] , achieving a higher energy resolution provides more accurate spectral measurement and increases the precision of spectral analysis and consequently enhances sensitivity level of the detector to the changes of isotopic composition of the reactor core. In addition, better energy resolution ensures better background rejection. This open a new area of further development to improve energy resolution of plastic detectors [6] . Although this study consider as physics case the typical experimental arrangement of reactor's antineutrino detectors, the obtained results are applicable to any set up making use of plastic scintillator-light guide-PMTs trilogy.
The best energy resolution is obtained only by collecting the maximum number of photons. For this reason a very good light collection is necessary, so the parameters affecting light collection are an important criterion. For instance, the choice of reflector type and its applying method onto surfaces, reflectivity coefficient of wrapping material, reflection and refraction of the photon at boundary media, degree of scintillator surface roughness, shape of the light guide and photocathode effective area all have a significant impact on the light collection and thereby the energy resolution of the detector. Our goal is to explain the effect of each of these parameters efficiencies taking advantage of GEANT4 [11] simulation for optical photon transportation and detection in plastics scintillators. It is the first analysis to account for the detail simulation of scintillation photon in the context of antineutrino detection with plastic scintillator.
Geant4 is a toolkit for the simulation of the passage of particles through matter. In relation to the simulation of particles inside a scintillation detector, it has the capability to simulate both ionizing particles and scintillation light simultaneously. The simulation starts with the entrance of a charged particle into the detector and ends with the detection of the ensuing scintillation photons on photosensitive areas. All the physics processes from the initial energy deposition to the output signal are simulated.
When a charged particle deposits its energy in the scintillator, optical photons are emitted isotropically with random polarization. These emitted photons may undergo three kinds of interactions depending on the material and surface properties: Elastic scattering, absorption, and medium boundary interactions. In an optical simulation, the user defines all material and surface properties of the detector to be used. Material properties inspect the generation of optical photons (emission spectrum, scintillation yield, etc.) and their transport through matter (elastic scattering and absorption). Surface properties inspect the physics processes when an optical photon arrives at a boundary between two media. For boundary process, there are two optical simulation models. The UNIFIED [12] model and the GLISUR model. We are going to select the UNIFIED model, which is more comprehensive than the GLISUR model in terms of the surface wrappings.
The UNIFIED model applies to dielectric-dielectric interfaces and provides a realistic simulation model overcomes all aspects of surface finish and reflector coating. The surface between two media could be polished and ground. When a photon encounters polished surface between two media, Snell's law is applied based on the refractive index of two media. On the other hand, if the surface encountered is ground firstly a micro facet selected according to a parameter sigma alpha (σ α ), which is the standard deviation of the angle between average surface normal and micro-facet normal (See Fig. 1) , and then Snell's law is applied with respect to this facet normal. If Snell's law results in reflection, four possible reflection type may occur according to given probability: Specular Spike, Specular Lobe, Lambertian and Backscattering (See Fig. 2 ). With respect to reflector coating, the UNIFIED model offers two kinds of wrapping method for both polish and diffuse reflectors: if a reflector coated onto scintillator surface perfectly it is named front painted, on the other hand, if a reflector coated imperfectly onto scintillator surface by leaving an air gap between scintillator and reflector, it is named back painted. If we consider the reflector type, four parameters arise. These are PolishedFrontPainted (PFP), GroundFrontPainted (GFP), PolishedBackPainted (PBP), and GroundBackPainted (GBP). Visual representation of the parameters is shown in Fig. 3 . These parameters will be used in our simulation to refer wrapping method for both polish and diffuse reflector. The detail explanation for each parameter is available in [11] . The simulations are performed in the following orders: In section 4.1, we investigate the effect of photocathode size and light guide shape on light collection efficiency (LCE) and detected spectrum. In section 4.2, we determine the best reflector type and its applying method onto scintillator and light guides surface. In section 4.3, we compare the effect of reflectivity on LCE for some commonly used high reflectance material and finally in section 4.4, we evaluate scintillator surfaces having different surface roughness degree.
Geometry And Material
We use three antineutrino detector module configurations based on the ref. [7, 8] to perform the simulations. The first module consist of three parts: a 10cm×10cm×100cm plastic scintillator bar (EJ-200, ELJEN Technology [13] ), two 10cm×10cm ×10cm acrylic cubic light guides and two 2-inch photomultipliers (H6410, Hamamatsu [14] ) or 3-inch photomultipliers (9265B, ET Enterprises [15] ). Light guides are glued to both ends of the plastic bar and then connected to photomultipliers (PMTs) from both sides with the help of optical cement (EJ-500). In the second module, we only modify light guide shape from cubic to trapezoid. Finally in the third module, we remove the light guide and directly couple the plastic scintillator bar to the photocathode of PMTs with silicone rubber (EJ-560). The schematic view of the modules is shown in Fig. 4 (a), 4(b) and 4(c) respectively.
The material properties of the scintillator and important parameters used in the simulation are listed in table 1. The light emission spectrum of plastic scintillator and the quantum efficiency of PMT photocathode are shown in Fig. 5 . These properties are added to the code to perform simulation properly. The red line shows the probability of light emission with a given wavelength when a particle deposit its energy. The blue and green lines show the detection probability of photons (quantum efficiency) according to the wavelength. : Different type of antineutrino detector modules. These are modeled based on ref [7] , [8] . An antineutrino detector is made of an array of these modules. Two different PMTs are used for each module: 2-inch H6410 Hamamatsu PMT and 3-inch 9265B ET Enterprise PMT. For module 2, the surface area of the light guide attached to PMT set to 6cmx6cm for 2-inch PMT and 8cmx8cm for the 3-inch PMT. 
Methods
Numerous parameters influencing the light collection of antineutrino detector modules are studied simulating the energy deposition of the positron, which is the product of inverse beta decay. Positron is generated randomly in a point inside the scintillator and fired at any direction with the energy of 1 MeV. Following the energy deposition of the positron in the scintillator, scintillation photons are generated and tracked throughout the detector until they disappear. (e.g., self-absorption in scintillator, losses at the scintillator surfaces, and detected by PMT) . The parameters affecting LCE are changed, and the effect of each parameter is examined by comparing the change in LCE value and the change in the detected spectrum, i.e. the spectrum of photoelectrons per positron depositing energy in the plastic scintillator. In addition, the effect of each parameter is also evaluated simulating the energy deposition of Cobalt-60 (1173keV and 1332 keV photon) and Cesium-137 (662KeV photon) gamma sources. Fig. 6 shows simulated energy deposition of 1 MeV positron (red line) and emitted photon number distribution (blue line) with respect to deposited energy. Positron deposits its energy via ionisation and when it is almost zero kinetic energy it runs into an electron and produces two 511 keV gamma photon in opposite directions. Due to the low atomic number and low density of scintillator, 33% of all events both gamma escape from the scintillator without energy deposition. The remaining 67% of events at least one of the two gamma deposit some part of its energy. The peak at energy 1341 keV (1MeV positron + Compton edge of 511 keV gammas) stems from the events in which one of the two gamma escapes from the module and the other scatters at 180 degrees from a free electron. On the other hand, the events that one of the two gammas deposits its total energy and the other escape without energy deposition (1MeV positron + 511 keV gammas) correspond to the peak value of 1511 keV. Finally, the event in which both gamma deposit its total energy occurs only twice in 1 million events.
In order for our work to be experimentally comparable, the impact of each parameter on detected spectrum is also investigated simulating the energy deposition of 137 Cs and 60 Co gamma sources. Fig. 7 shows simulated energy spectrum and associated emitted photon number distribution. These emitted scintillation photons are tracked in each simulation setup. 
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Results
Impact of light guide shape and photocathode size on LCE and detected spectrum
To investigate the effect of light guide shape and photocathode size on light collection efficiency (ratio of the number of photons arrived at photocathode surface to the number of photons emitted), we consider three types of antineutrino detector module: module 1, module 2 and module 3 (See Fig. 4) . The modules differ from each other only in terms of light guide shape. The simulation is performed using two different PMTs for each module: 2-inch H6410 Hamamatsu PMT and 3-inch 9265B ET Enterprise PMT. The results are shown in Fig. 8 . In the figure, we can see that the highest light collection efficiency is obtained when module 2 is used. Because adjusting the surface area of the light guide according to PMT surface increases the LCE and decreases the variation in LCE. The effect of light guide shape on LCE is more pronounced when 2-inch PMT is used. In this case, module 2 collects 8% more light than module 1 and 6% more light than module 3. On the other hand, in the case of using 3-inch PMT module 2 collects 5% more light than module 1 and 3% more light than module 3. In addition, a spectacular increase in LCE arises from the size of the photocathode. When the radius of the photocathode is increased from 2.3cm (2-inch H6410) to 3.5cm (3-inch 9265B), the LCE increases from 19% to 36%, 27% to 41% and 21% to 37% for module 1, module 2 and module 3 respectively. Fig. 9 compares the photoelectron spectrum of each module in the case of using two different PMTs: 2-inch H6410 Hamamatsu PMT and 3-inch 9265B ET Enterprise PMT. The simulation is conducted simulating the energy deposition of 1 MeV positron ( Fig. 9(a) ), 60 Co (Fig. 9(b) ) and 137 Cs (Fig. 9(c) ). For the case of using 2-inch H6410 Hamamatsu PMT in Fig. 9(a) , with respect to module 1, the peak position of module 2 and module 3 shifts to 43% and 10% to the right respectively. On the other hand, for the case of using 3-inch 9265B ET Enterprise PMT, with respect to module 1, the peak position of module 2 and module 3 shifts to 8% and 5% to the right respectively.
Determination of best efficient reflector type and its applying method onto scintillator
and light guide surface. In order to determine the best reflector type and its applying method onto scintillator and light guide surface, we consider the cases where module 1 is covered loosely (BP) and tightly (FP) with both specular (PFP, PBP) and diffuse reflector (GFP, GBP). For each case, we use positron (Fig. 6) , 60 Co and 137 Cs emitted photon number distributions (Fig.  7) . Fig. 10 shows the photoelectron spectra for 1 MeV positron ( Fig. 10(a) ), 60 Co ( Fig.  10(b) ) and 137 Cs ( Fig. 10(c) ) sources. All three figures clearly show that back painted method exhibits more performance than front painted method. With respect to PFP, the peak position of spectra (PBP) shifts by 58% to the right. Because leaving an air gap between scintillator and reflector increases the total internal reflection probability and thereby the number of photons arrived at photocathode surface. With regard to reflector type, specular reflector collects more light than diffuse reflector for both front painted and back painted method. For the back painted method, the peak position of spectra (PBP) shifts by 4% to the right with respect to GBP. However, the difference are more pronounced when front painted method is used. Using a specular reflector (PFP) instead of a diffuse reflector (GFP) shifts the peak position of spectra by 40% to the right. To evaluate the validity of the simulation, it is compared with an experiment in which a rod shaped plastic scintillator with the diameter of 5.08 cm and length 50 cm is covered with 4 different reflective materials [16] : TiO 2 , AI-foil tape, AI Mylar and paper. In the experiment, these reflectors are applied to the scintillator surface using two different wrapping methods. TiO 2 and AI-foil tape are attached to scintillator surface firmly (which correspond to PFP and GFP parameters in our simulation) while AI Mylar and paper are loosely wrapped around the scintillator (which correspond to PBP and GBP parameters in our simulation). Cobalt-60 gamma source is used to generate optical photons in the scintillator. The simulation parameters are adjusted according to the experiment.
1 Fig. 11 compares the results of the experiment with our simulation. It is clear that the highest light collection is obtained respectively with AI Mylar (PBP), white paper (GBP), AI-foil tape (PFP) and TiO 2 (GFP), which is consistent with our simulation results. 
Impact of reflectivity on LCE and detected spectrum
The effect of reflectivity on light collection efficiency is investigated in the case of four different surface finish: PFP, GFP, PBP and GBP (see Fig.3 ). To perform simulation, module 1 is selected and the reflectivity value (R) of reflector set to 0.94, 0.96, 0.98 and 1.0.
with our simulation. PFP and GFP represent the cases where module 1 is coated perfectly with specular and diffuse reflector respectively without any gap. PBP and GBP represent the cases where module 1 is wrapped simply with specular and diffuse reflector respectively. In this case, there is an air gap between scintillator-light guide and reflector. 2-inch H6410 Hamamatsu PMT is used in the simulation. As an input parameter, we set the reflectivity of reflector (R) to 0.98 and the parameter σ α = 0.2 which indicate scintillator surface roughness degree. LCE is significantly affected by the reflectivity value of reflecting material especially at higher reflectivity value. For example, when the back painted method is used, changing the reflectivity value of the reflector from 0.94 to 1.0 by equal 0.02 intervals increases the light collection efficiency value by about 13%, 16% and 19% respectively. Another important point is that the highest LCE is achieved for each reflectivity value when module 1 is wrapped simply with the specular reflector (PBP). The influence of reflectivity on photoelectron spectra is investigated simulating the energy deposition of 1 MeV positron (Fig. 14(a) ), 60 Co (Fig. 14(b) ) and 137 Cs (Fig. 14(c) ). Fig.  14 compares the effect of reflecting material reflectivity value on detected photon spectrum when module 1 is wrapped slightly with a specular reflector (PBP). This figure shows that as the probability of reflection from reflective surface increases, the peak position of the spectrums shifts to the right. For Fig. 14(a) , with respect to R=0.94, the peak position (first peak) shifts by 13% (R=0.96), 30% (R=0.98) and 55% (R=1.0). Another important point is that the change in high reflectivity values shifts the spectrum further to the right. As a result, an increase from R=0.94 to R=0.96 shifts the spectrum 13% to the right while an increase from R=0.98 to R=1.0 shifts the spectrum 18% to the right. The simulation is also done for other surface finish type (GBP, PFP and GFP). The effect of reflectivity on detected spectrum provides similar spectrum. 
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Impact of scintillator surface roughness on LCE and detected spectrum
The effect of scintillator surface roughness degree (or scintillator surface polishing level) on light collection efficiency is investigated in the case of two different surface finish 3 : PBP and GBP (See Fig.3 ). For both surface finish case, average light collection efficiency and its standard deviation are calculated for different σ α value: 0.05, 0.10, 0.15 and 0.20. The results are shown in Fig. 13 . This figure clearly shows that the best result is achieved when σ α =0.2 which correspond to a rough scintillator surface. 4 Because a rough scintillator surface partially prevents internal trapping of photons within the scintillator and consequently decreases self-absorption rate in the scintillator. The important point here is that the degrees of scintillator surface roughness. It should be optimum level (Here σ α =0.2). Increasing the surface roughness more than 0.2 gives us less LCE value which is not shown in Fig. 13 .
The effect of scintillator surface polishing level on photoelectron spectra is investigated simulating the energy deposition of 1 MeV positron ( Fig. 15(a) ), 60 Co (Fig. 15(b) ) and 137 Cs (Fig. 15(c) ). Fig. 15 compares the effect of scintillator surface roughness on photoelectron spectra when module 1 is wrapped slightly with a specular reflector (PBP). As the parameter σ α increases, the peak position of the spectrum shifts to the right. This shift is more noticeable in low value changes of σ α . For Fig. 15(a) , with respect to σ α =0.05, the peak position shifts by 6% (σ α =0.10), 11% (σ α =0.15), 15% (σ α =0.20). Increasing σ α more than 0.2 decreases the detected photon number and the peak position shifts to the left. In order to assess the validity of the simulation, it is compared with an experiment which shows the influence of surface polishing on light collection efficiency by applying three different degrees of polishing 5 onto the surface of 6mm×6mm ×200mm EJ200 plastic scintillator bar [19] . For an exact comparison, the simulation parameters are set according to the experimental setup. Fig. 16 shows the results of the experiment and simulation. In the case of using a naked scintillator, the simulation and experiment show the similar behavior: The better the surface polishing, the higher the light collection. On the other hand, in the case of using a wrapped scintillator with the specular reflector (3M Enhanced specify the degrees of polishing quantitatively (the higher the number, the better the polishing).
Specular Reflector is used in the experiment which corresponds to PBP parameter in the simulation), the simulation reveals that there is a critical reflectivity value for each wrapped scintillator geometry which changes the impact of surface polishing on LCE. This critical value is determined to be 0.97 for the geometry used in the experiment. Below this value, LCE increases as the degree of polishing increases (the case of R=0.90 and R=0.95 in Fig.  16(a) ). If the reflectivity of the reflector exceeds this critical value, a rough scintillator surface becomes more favorable for light collection (the case of R=0.98 in Fig. 16(a) ). As in the simulation, the highest light collection is obtained with the case of '2000+d.p' in the experiment. However, the case of '800' collects very little light than the case of '1200', which is reverse in the simulation. 6 Finally, with regard to our actual scintillator geometry (antineutrino detector modules), a scan is performed over all reflectivity values and the critical value is found to be 0.9. , '800' in the experiment, respectively. Since the exact match is not estimated, the points in the simulation and the experiment may show different value. Here, the important point is the general impact of surface polishing on light collection. 137 Cs gamma source is used in the experiment to generate optical photons. Different distances from source to PMT are considered in the experiment.
Conclusion
In this study, many factors affecting the light collection efficiency of antineutrino detector module have been studied. Firstly, the effect of light guide shape and photocathode size on light collection efficiency are investigated. It has been found that the highest light collection efficiency is achieved when module 2 is used. With the 27% efficiency of light collection, module 2 is seen to collect 8% more light than module 1 and 6% more light than module 3 when 4.6cm diameter photocathode size (the size of Hamamatsu PMT photocathode) is used. A significant increase in light collection efficiency is arised from the size of the photocathode. When the radius of the photocathode is increased from 2.3cm (2-inch H6410 Hamamatsu PMT) to 3.5cm (3-inch 9265B Et Enterprise PMT), the light collection efficiency increases by 89%, 51% and 76% for module 1, module 2 and module 3 respectively. Secondly, the most efficient reflector type and its applying method onto scintillator and light guide surface are determined. The results show that wrapping the scintillator and light guide loosely with a specular reflector (PBP) gives the highest light collection efficiency. Thirdly, the impact of reflectivity of reflecting material on light collection is examined. It is observed that small changes in reflection probability of the reflector significantly change the efficiency of light collection especially at high reflectivity value. For instance, a drop from R=0.98 to R=0.96 reduces the light collection efficiency by 15% for PBP surface finish case. Finally, the influence of scintillator surface polishing on light collection efficiency is explored. The critical reflectivity value for antineutrino detector modules is determined to be 0.9. Since the reflectivity values used in the simulation is greater than this critical value, a rough scintillator surface is selected for better light collection. The optimal value of scintillator surface roughness degree is searched. It is found that a ground scintillator surface with the value of σ α = 0.2 exhibits the best performance in terms of light collection. The obtained simulation results show consistent outcomes with the experimental findings. An optimized antineutrino detector module according to these parameters provides a detector with a higher energy resolution and consequently improves sensitivity of the detector to the changes of fission isotopes of the reactor core.
